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OUTLINE
1. BASICS: FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF GLASSY POLYMERS
2. IN-SITU AFM IMAGING OF CRACK PROPAGATION:
1. PLASTIC SURFACE NECKING IN PMMA
2. SLOW STEADY PROPAGATION IN EPOXY RESIN
3. NANO-STICK-SLIP IN BISMALEIMIDE RESIN
3. A COMMON SCENARIO FOR FRACTURE TOUGHNESS ?
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STRUCTURE AND BOND TYPES
Glassy polymers
Oxide glasses
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FRACTURE AND DISSIPATION: PREDICTING TOUGHNESS
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i f h
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PMMA: macroscopic mechanical behavior
Tension: Brittle behavior at ambient temperature     
Ductile behavior approaching Tg ~ 120 C 
Strain hardening between entanglements
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PMMA : steady crack propagation
K  0 7 2 4 MP 1/2
Dugdale model:
HGI I ~ . - . am









H ~ 3 µm   L ~ 40 µm
σy ~ 70 - 120 MPa
E ~ 2000 – 3500 MPa 
NB: 2 = 0 08 J/m2 2 = 2 5 J/m2w . cs -
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Epoxy resins: macroscopic mechanical behaviour
Tension: Brittle behavior 
MPaMPa YR 100~70  
Epoxy:DGEBA
Compression: 
%7%3  yR 
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Epoxy resins: crack propagation














Pl ti bl ti‐ as c  un ng
‐ Embrittlement by strain 
hardening
Fast sharp crack propagation‐      Phillips et al 1978
Kinloch et al1980
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MULTISCALE INVESTIGATION OF THE PROCESS ZONE
A multiscale analysis for a multiscale problem: fracture
• 1 cm - Local plastic deformation due to stress 
Scale
Illustration for PMMA thermoplastic
intensification around the center hole (X shear bands)
• 1 mm - Elastic double cantilever 
Macro
• 10 µm - Crack tip process zone
– Viscolelastic beta relaxation region
OPTIQUE
– Viscoplastic region (multiple crazes, shear
bands, plastic necking at the surface)
– Craze region (stable crazed material
Micro
surrounded by active fiber draw lips)
– 100 nm - Fracture propagating in the craze
region
Nano AFMCrack tip process zone
Secondary damage zones
11
Experimental setup for in-situ AFM 
investigation of slow crack growth
Double Cleavage 
Drilled Compression
Optic Force Gauge 
Pure Mode I
opening
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PMMA : Optical microscopy
• Optical image (1 mm size) of the surface damage zone 
surrounding a steady crack in PMMA
• Crack propagation velocity ~ 1 nm/s
Suzanne Goerke
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10 µm images   
Surface necking (elastic or plastic?) 
Crack tip embedded in the process zone…
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PMMA: Crack tip vertical displacement field
uz
Out of plane
C l b 6
1. AFM Crack tip
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PMMA: Crack tip in plane displacement field
AFM Deflection Error images allow a better contrast
40 µm images 
P24 AFM d_ _ .wmv
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Image by M. George 
2015
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PMMA vs Epoxy: Take a look! 
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Epoxy resin : First evidence of slow propagation !




∆t = 43 min      ∆c = 0.32 µm  ->  v = 0.12 nm/s
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21 days propagation at constant applied displacement
Epoxy resin : Measurement of K(V) curve in stick !
(15 ± 1) /
Average velocity: 
V  v0expKI)
v ≈ pm s
50m x 50m
50m x 50m50m x 50m
50x50 µm size
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DGEBA/IPD: deflection error images
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Distance from crack tip (nm)
L PZ (Plane stress) ≈ (7 ± 0,5) µm.Crack tip
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Nziakou, PhD thesis
2015
Epoxy: Full field Digital Image Correlation
Incremental deformation after 24h (1 µm advance)           
2 38°x
Active zones !   
Landis et al. 2000
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50 µm images (deflection error)
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A more brittle thermoset: 
BisMaleImide resin (BMI) Tg  300 C
E  4 Gpa
/ y  200 Mpa
Kstop 0.7 MPa m1/2
v ≈ (25 ± 1) pm s
10 µm
Phillips et al 1978
Fischer, PhD thesis 2015
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BMI Resin : nano-stick-slip (blunt/sharp) ! 
<v> ≈ (25 ± 1) pm/s
~ 130
Phillips et al 1978
   nm
~ 90 min
V < 7 pm/s
y  200 MPa > 120 MPa
Kstart/Kstop 1
min
Vmax > 70 pm/s
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRACTURE ENERGY AND 













Creton and Ciccotti – Fracture and Adhesion of Soft Materials 
Reports of Progress in Physics - 2015
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3 ms for PMMA !!h
Local damage 

       
8h for epoxy !!
For faster loading is dominated byZone, radius R0                 
the loading rate and Kstart is less than Kmax
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE USE IN FIBER COMPOSITES
Weakness: mode I delamination
Effect of matrix toughness??
Mixture with thermoplastics
Only moderate improvement !!!
Interlaminar fracture energy:
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Conclusions:
1) AFM i it  i ti ti f l  k th id  n-s u nves ga ons o s ow crac grow prov e
important insights in the micromechanisms of the 
toughness of glassy polymers
2) P ti  f  l  k t bi t t t i   ropaga on o a s ow crac a am en empera ure n a
thick PMMA sample induces the large stretch of a surface 
film (~70%) comparable with maximum stretch close to Tg. 
3) The stick phase during the stick slip fracture in epoxy resins-
is indeed a slow steady state propagation (< nm/s) with a 
well defined K(v) curve.  
4) The stable fracture propagation occurring in thermosets in 
high yield conditions, is indeed a nano-stick-slip dynamics.
5) A common scenario for steady-state K(v) curves and        
ti k li  K (  )  ?s c -s p start curves
Perspectives:
ff f f l

- E ect o  con inement into composite materia s
- Phase separated mixtures of thermosets and thermoplastics
- Effect of humidity on crack propagation
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